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India’s exclusion of China
from its 5G trial could
shape the future of global
5G standards
Article

India’s telecom ministry announced it has approved telecoms to begin a six-month trial of 5G

uses and applications using technology from more than a dozen vendors spanning multiple

https://www.pib.gov.in/PressReleseDetailm.aspx?PRID=1715927
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countries. The trials—which would include equipment from Ericsson, Nokia, Samsung, and

other vendors—are meant to test 5G phones and devices, “indigenous” home-grown 5G

solutions, and 5G-intensive applications like telemedicine, virtual education, extended reality,

and drone-based agricultural monitoring. India will reportedly grant the firms multiple bands

of experimental spectrum which they will test in rural, urban, and semi-urban settings. Notably

absent from the trials: Huawei and ZTE. That’s despite previous pleas from telecom operators

who argued the inclusion of the Chinese vendors was necessary to ensure smooth, e�cient

5G trials.

India wants to become a world leader in 5G following slow rollouts of previous generations.
Two-thirds of countries worldwide had already launched 4G networks by the time India

launched its own in 2016. With 5G, on the other hand, Indian operators have already spent

years modernizing and upgrading their networks ahead of the curve. Meanwhile, Indian

o�cials are communicating with foreign governments on 5G standards. Just last month,

European Commission EVP Margrethe Vestager told Bloomberg the EU would discuss

working with India to establish global 5G security standards, calling the world's second-most

populous country a “democratic partner.”

An expected surge of mobile subscribers makes India an area of explosive growth for 5G.
By 2025, GSMA Intelligence predicts India will have the second-largest global smartphone

market after China. India’s mobile broadband subscriptions are expected to reach more than

1.2 billion by 2026, per a 2020 Ericsson report. Of those 1.2 billion, Ericsson forecasts that 5G

subscriptions—which made up less than 1% of India’s total mobile subscriptions in 2020—will

account for nearly 27%. All this projected growth represents an enormous opportunity for

telecom companies looking to capitalize on 5G’s emergence in one of the world’s fastest-

growing markets.

India’s choice in 5G vendors could shape the global 5G standard. India’s choice to exclude

Chinese vendors from its 5G trial mirrors similar actions from the US, UK, and Australia and

comes on the heels of mounting political tensions between Asia’s two largest countries. The

decision to turn away from Chinese vendors could play a pivotal role in the ongoing global

tech battle—between China on one end, and the US and EU on the other—to define the

standards for 5G. Thanks to its sheer size and future market share potential, India’s vendor

decision possesses the ability to shift global network operating standards and influence the

vast geopolitical considerations associated with 5G more than any other country.
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